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High Performance 

What influences the motivation of year 8 boys in the top ability groups of a 

comprehensive school? 

“Because there are neither carrots nor goads, there will be no donkeys, for when children are 

treated as we would have them be, they tend to reach out accordingly” (Bloom, 1949: 171) 
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Introduction 

This study draws on my experience as a trainee science teacher in a medium sized 

comprehensive school in Lincolnshire, and was inspired by a discussion with a senior 

colleague at the school about gifted and talented provision. He acknowledged this as an area 

for school improvement, with outcomes for the highest attaining contingent of the intake less 

favourable than for other learners. My mentor added that teachers observe a continual erosion 

of motivation in these students as they progress through their school careers. 

Reportedly, there are concerns in government and even proposals for reform, about schools‟ 

focus on pushing the majority cohort to attain five GCSEs at grade C, the most vital 

benchmark of school success. Staff time and resources devoted to this end may be at the 

expense of students who can be safely expected to meet the baseline standard, and could 

achieve much more with equivalent training and encouragement. (Stewart, 2011) 

I recognised that motivation and the emotional state of learners must be influenced by the 

ethos of the school and narratives of educational purpose communicated therein. I had 

developed strong views on educational purpose and student agency which influenced my 

design, and increasingly through the study, drew on authors who dealt with philosophies of 

education broadly. As the research progressed, I saw that, if its scope remained merely 

technical, my study would support conventional advice on pedagogy to support motivation 

without offering any new insight to the school, where teachers competently applied this. A 

meaningful response to the identified challenge must draw on a larger view. 

Themes emerged from reading and research: creativity and freedom of choice, praise and 

performance, friendship and justice. And over all, my own frustration with the adversarial 

atmosphere that often prevailed between students and teachers. I initially felt that these 

themes were discrete, with distinct implications for policy and practice, but on reflection I 

began to see them as interrelated problems arising from a larger crisis; that of an education 

system which „develops increasingly strong methods – technologies – for control and 

standardisation‟, producing „social fragmentation and pedagogical normalisation‟ (Fielding 

and Moss, 2010: 134) They argue persuasively that the current school system is „dominated 

by markets and competition, instrumentality and standardisation, managerialism and 

technical practice… irrelevant to the perilous state [of] humankind‟  and insist that it can 

instead „make an active and critical contribution to a democratic and responsible society‟ 

(2010: 15-16) 
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In Assessment of Learning, Wynne Harlen (2007) describes the dominance of English 

secondary schools by external assessment at 16. It was very clear to me while working in the 

science department, that teachers‟ first priority was to achieve outcomes for pupils, and it was 

both implicit in pedagogy and explicit in formal discussions that this means quantity and 

quality of qualifications: results were the overwhelming preoccupation, with school 

performance also of high importance. Fielding and Moss (2010: 54-5) might characterise the 

school as a „high performance learning organisation‟, committed to student achievement, but 

where affective matters are given attention for the sake of „the functional‟; creativity and 

„personalisation‟ serve the (political) agenda of standards and performance. They contrast this 

image with one where creativity and person-centredness lead out democracy and fellowship. 

They admit that this distinction is rarely clear, and I do not wish to offer a cynical picture of a 

school which, I believe, is genuinely concerned with the future and present well-being of its 

students. However, I feel that the overriding narrative that equates positive outcomes with 

exam results is both inadequate, and excessively dominant. 

In the introduction to a collection of his work, philosopher of education John White (2005: 3-

4) argues that the concept of well-being should dominate discussions of educational purpose, 

but that education policy, along with British culture „is confused about what it is to lead a 

flourishing life‟. He believes it must settle on a concept, and choose between an „objective‟ 

shopping list: relationships, altruism, work, self-knowledge; and a „subjective view‟ 

scathingly described, and summarised as satisfying desires for material goods. If the aims of 

schooling are aligned with the second view, he worries, schools will be in the same business 

as advertising, making it easier for people to choose what to buy. In either strand of this 

narrative, education adopts a stance on human flourishing, and instils it in children, 

something which, I agree, happens haphazardly, tacitly, and incidentally, in the secondary 

schools I have experienced. 

While White‟s objection to materialism might seem to strike a chord with Fielding and Moss, 

who place „democracy and an ethics of care‟ as ideals of a better system, the latter see 

questions of well-being and human flourishing as vital topics for education itself to engage 

with. White sees no role for children in the project of discovering and creating an image of 

flourishing, but what if well-being is partly concerned with freedom, opportunity and support 

to pursue that project? Fielding and Moss (2010: 52-3) offer an image of the child as „an 

active learner, seeking the meaning of the world… a co-creator of knowledge, culture and 
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values‟. The voice of this child, who cannot be seen or treated as the passive receiver of 

values, I argue, cannot be exiled to the trivial margins of education policy and practice. 

The themes developed in this report emerge from the urgent debate about educational 

purpose and its political context, which is arguably beyond the scope of individual schools. 

Nonetheless, following Fielding and Moss (2010: 148) in their recommendation for 

„prefigurative practice‟; that we should act provisionally, without waiting for reform to come 

from above, it makes proposals for development of policy and practice, to open the way for 

further-reaching reforms supported by further research, reflection, and above all dialogue and 

collaboration between all those concerned in learning and teaching. 
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Literature Review 

I initially approached giftedness and motivation predominantly from a technical perspective, 

in terms of what teachers can do in classrooms 

to encourage and motivate the most able, a 

theme dealt with by Reid (2007) who 

recommends a focus on learning styles, and 

Petty who, taking an evidence-based approach, 

rejects learning-style labelling, and argues that 

experiencing success and reinforcement is the 

strongest factor (Petty, 2009: 48). In the context 

of giftedness, O‟Brien (2003:5) found that year 

10 students found school science boring, limited 

and „just for tests‟, and his book is largely a 

compilation of creative thinking tasks to combat this. Creative pedagogy within the confines 

of syllabus requirements is his prescription. 

Describing giftedness, theorists use qualitative criteria; Renzulli (1978) challenged traditional 

conceptions focussing on narrow measures of intellectual facility, to create the „three ring‟ 

model of giftedness (fig 1), which also requires creativity and the ability to sustain critical 

attention to a task. Motivation is thus critical for gifted behaviour. Sternberg (1986) focuses 

on several problem-solving abilities, also requiring creativity, but understood in a productive 

sense, contrasting with Renzulli‟s initial conception of creativity as flexibility and originality 

in understanding a subject.  

O‟Brien (2003:18-19), in a practical guide to enriching science education, distinguishes 

between latent and manifest giftedness, as does Sousa (2003: 5) who points to historical 

examples of failure to identify and encourage giftedness in school, such as Einstein. These 

authors, along with Renzulli and Reis (2010) seek to guide practitioners in providing an 

environment where all learners can flourish and realise their potential, stressing that affective 

aspects must be considered.  

Labelling of giftedness is an important facet in this discussion; a literature review by Gates 

(2010) offers many perspectives on this area, concluding that the affective consequence of 

labelling, such as creating vague and often unstated expectations, are probably negative for 

the child and for others, and regrets that the progress in SEN identification and provision 

Figure 1 - Renzulli's Three Ring Model 
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which has shifted focus from labels (often implied deficits) to individuals has not included 

giftedness, as Roeper (1996) suggests.  

Erez (2004) goes further here, reflecting that giftedness is an „educationally useless‟ concept 

due to its passivity and negative reflection on those excluded from it. He prefers to define 

excellence as creativity rather than innate capacity or as performance in competition with 

others. To develop their creativity, students need opportunities and a safe, supportive 

environment to experience failure and pursue their interests. This rejection of „giftedness‟ 

relates to Sousa‟s point about the focus of praise (2003: 55): if intelligence is praised pupils 

will value performance; if effort is praised they will value opportunities to learn.  

In a recent review of their „Schoolwide Enrichment Model‟, Renzulli and Reis (2010) 

describe the goal of the strategy as developing „creative productivity‟, potentially in all 

students, by providing opportunities for „self-selected, creative work‟ in the hope of 

increasing the world‟s „talent pool‟ of this ability. The importance of growing creativity in 

education has long been urged as a concern for civilization and for states. For example Taylor 

(1984: 74) points out that „conventional and creative excellence‟ are both needed for societal 

progress and the latter must be supported, despite the „risks‟. In Beyond 2000, Millar and 

Osborne (1998) call for a radical rethink of the purpose of science education to develop 

creativity, criticality and citizenship; the skills needed by everyone growing up in an 

increasingly technically sophisticated world. Discussing the purpose of education, Harlen 

goes further: 

„Content knowledge can be found readily from… the internet… what are needed are 

the skills to access these sources and the understanding to select what is relevant and 

make sense of it… facing new problems will be [the norm] in the future… Dealing 

with problems responsibly involves a broad understanding of society and democratic 

processes… Being able to manage change… requires creativity and enterprise‟ 

(Harlen: 2007: 27) 

She argues that the present assessment framework not only fails to provide the information its 

users want about its subjects‟ achievements, potential and employability, but also exerts a 

restrictive influence on what is taught and how, excluding from attention outcomes that are 

important to children, teachers, parents, higher education and employers. 

If creativity in itself is a goal of education, and a criterion of giftedness, then the opportunity 

to engage in creative work is surely part of an environment conducive to gifted behaviour, as 

Renzulli and Reis suggest.  
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Sousa (2003: 33) points out that „giftedness is culturally embedded‟, meaning that 

descriptions of excellence depend on cultural values, but this also relates to the qualities of a 

context where giftedness can flourish: a prolific contributor to the topic, Torrance (1980: 18) 

enthuses about the creative and economic successes of Japan, where creativity is explicitly 

valued. He describes the emphasis in schools on group learning and problem solving, 

pointing out that egotism is restrained and therefore there is no pressure against excelling; 

each person does their best for the group. Once again, motivation or task commitment is the 

vital ingredient, but the personal and social aspect of this is inextricable. 

Drawing out further the theme of performance as a measure of excellence and as motivator, 

several authors offer analysis. Anderman et al (2010) introduce their investigation of a 

proposed assessment reform structure by discussing what pupils aim to achieve in an 

academic context, and describe a tension between „performance goals‟ and „mastery goals‟. 

In the latter case the student pursues self-improvement and measures their progress with 

reference to earlier attainment and success. Instilling this attitude is widely acknowledged to 

be a major educational goal, for example by Petty (2009) who treats the subject throughout 

Teaching Today, particularly in relation to motivation, and advocates explicit pedagogical 

strategies. Performance goals, by contrast, involve demonstrating one‟s ability relative to 

others, or avoiding the appearance of incompetence. Pupil aims are shaped by pedagogy and 

school ethos; the structure, which might stress effort, mastery and self-improvement, or 

grades and relative ability, creating a performance goal structure, also heavily criticised by 

Erez (2004) in relation to giftedness.  

This distinction is clearly ideal; teachers and school leaders use language relating to both 

orientations in encouraging and instructing students, but the idea should not be easily 

dismissed, as the structural orientation communicated through tasks and consequences may 

be more clear-cut, and I feel that this is overwhelmingly the case, due to the dominance of the 

secondary curriculum in England by external testing. Harlen draws on a large and solid body 

of research to argue that „there is no doubt that teachers are teaching to the test‟ (2007:32) 

and that they feel that they have no choice (James et al, 2006). The effect on motivation is 

developed in Harlen‟s analysis of student‟s views on assessment (2007: 42). She argues that 

the domination of pedagogy and the curriculum by examinations in Northern Island leads 

students there to value activities which help them to pass exams, while in Scotland where this 

is less the case, they are more concerned with variety in their learning and call, for example, 

for „less teacher talk‟.  
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Burnard and White (2008) see creativity and „performativity‟ as direct counterpoints in 

pedagogy corresponding to freedom and control, and quote Sternberg: „governments say they 

want creativity, but their actions belie their words‟ (2006: 2). In order to create conditions 

where educational contexts can foster and build creativity, they call for greater freedom for 

teachers from performance measures and standards and much greater collaboration and group 

trust to enable risk-taking. 

To meet the needs of future citizens in the ways she outlines, Harlen (2007) also advocates 

returning control to teachers; suggesting that their judgements on the full range of students‟ 

achievements should form the main body of summative assessment data. It is clear, she 

argues, that the outcomes desired by the users of assessment and the demands of future lives, 

are not being assessed, (2007:32) and that therefore they will not be taught. Anderman et al 

(2010) also propose assessment reform; to enable students to focus on mastery rather than 

performance goals, they suggest using individual „value-added‟ achievement records. 

These ideas suggest how motivation can be manipulated or redirected. While clear benefits to 

motivation follow from a mastery orientation, the relationship between motivation and 

creative pedagogy is more nuanced. Burnard and White (2008) treat the clamour in policy 

rhetoric for creativity critically; pointing out that it is couched in limiting terms of economic 

value. This chimes with the more fundamental critique of Fielding and Moss (2010).   

To follow these authors in untangling the justifications of creativity in education woven 

through this review: there is an economic and instrumental justification which calls for 

students to learn creative skills to meet new standards developed in response to the demands 

of a changing marketplace for cultural capital; and another based on democratic values which 

recognises the citizenship rights and the rich potential of young people to participate in 

creating knowledge, culture and value systems. One interpretation of this distinction is that 

fostering creativity is an essential tenet of the education system of the future, regardless of 

that system‟s narrative of purpose. I would like to contend, that without the image of the rich 

child and engagement with young people in democratic learning, there can be no meaningful 

image of creativity; and motivation, particularly that of those who excel academically, 

creatively, and in terms of engagement and commitment to learn, will not recover.  
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Methodology 

My aim was to find out what the experience of school is like for those students who might be 

considered gifted. In discussion with the leader of teaching and learning I was told that the 

enrichment (usually by withdrawal for a special activity) model for supporting gifted and 

talented learners, which I experienced in my own school days, had been superseded by the 

policy of differentiation, stretching and challenging all learners in every lesson. In view of 

O‟Brien‟s (2003: 5) widely echoed finding that boredom and lack of challenge in lessons is a 

drain on motivation, this seems judicious, and could be compatible with Renzulli and Reis‟ 

(2010) view, that while students who exhibit gifted behaviour require special opportunities, 

these needs can be met with „strength-based profiles for each student‟ and independently 

chosen activities. My central initial question then, was how differentiation is implemented in 

practice by teachers, and if this had the desired effect on engagement and motivation. 

Motivation is an issue in education on which student views are relatively regularly sought. 

Postlethwaite and Haggarty (2002) conducted interviews with students in year 11 and surveys 

across the age-range in an English comprehensive school, aiming to gain „a student 

perspective on effective teaching and learning.‟ They addressed the ethical issues associated 

with these methods, ensuring that students were aware that their views would be anonymised, 

but would be shared with teachers and school leaders. They felt that a group interview would 

be conducive to confidence and would enable students to express themselves more freely 

than they would individually, as well as allowing more issues to be drawn out through 

discussion. I was influenced by their processes. 

I allowed my enquiries to be shaped by the rich potential of borrowed methodologies. 

O‟Brien (2003: 2) reports on his own research (O‟Brien, 1997) in which year 8 students 

identified as gifted within science were asked to keep logbooks, recording opinions and 

feelings on their learning. He reads much into the form and content of the work in his 

analysis. The idea of journal-keeping is also suggested by Gates (2010), reporting on 

strategies for the emotional wellbeing and development of gifted students. She argues that 

journaling can help teachers to support young people to work through issues where face to 

face discussion might be uncomfortable.  

It seemed to me that affective issues were key to understanding motivation. The journal-

keeping method seemed an appropriate way to allow students the most freedom possible to 

express their views, but I was concerned that there might be an appearance of spying on 
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teachers to uncover bad practice, when the intention was to discover whether, and how, the 

learning opportunities teachers chose to provide affected how students felt in school. I 

therefore made every effort to maintain transparency by making staff aware of what I was 

doing, inviting comments and offering the opportunity to impose control (Appendix IV) prior 

to commencing the study. Later, I also sought their views. (Appendix V) I expected, and 

received, few replies to this request. 

The school assigns the gifted label to those who have scored most highly on cognitive 

assessments made in primary school; it is thus a purely norm-referenced label, and takes little 

account of the qualitative criteria advocated by authors such as Renzulli. However, the school 

information system shows what subjects they have excelled in, including drama, technology 

and PE, which is important considering that, according to Sternberg (1986), O‟Brien (2003), 

Sousa (2003) and Renzulli and Reis (2010), giftedness is almost always partly or completely 

domain-specific. The school uses ability grouping for all subjects, so measures and reminders 

of relative ability and attainment shape the lived reality of students.  In selecting participants 

for my study, I had to consider the ethical implications of openly sharing the intentions of my 

research and all the affective consequences that might follow (see Gates, 2010). I gained 

parental consent for the students to participate, and monitored the pupils‟ responses. I did not 

discuss my work with their peers, but I did not instruct them to avoid this, trusting them to be 

sensitive. I think that telling participants that giftedness was part of the focus of the study 

affected their behaviour in an unpredictable way which could not be disentangled from other 

factors, but on balance it was ethical to explain this. 

It was important that I had a relationship with participants, in order to make meaningful 

interpretations of their responses, as well as to engage them in the task with a rich 

understanding of my intentions. The circumstance of teaching the top set boys in year 8 was 

an influence on the design of my research project, as their enthusiasm for science was in 

marked contrast to older groups I had observed. In science, judgements about grouping are 

made by the head of department based on test performance and teachers‟ views. At the time 

of commencing my research, I had been teaching the group for six weeks and had established 

a strong positive relationship with them as well as some understanding of their attitudes and 

interests. I decided to select about 12 students including all those identified as gifted, in 

science or any other subject, and a few others who I felt would make a helpful contribution 

(see Appendix VI) The participants had end-of-year target levels ranging from 5b-6a, and 

would, perhaps, not have been identified as gifted in a more fully „comprehensive‟ or 
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selective school. However, this in itself invites a discussion about both the criteria for and 

context of giftedness; and relative academic facility is sufficient to differentiate the 

participants‟ experience from that of their peers. 

I was particularly interested in how some students whose literacy lagged behind their evident 

cognitive skills would respond. O‟Brien repeatedly stresses that the literacy and verbal 

reasoning weaknesses can be a barrier and source of despondency to students who are 

otherwise talented in science, particularly for boys, and that this can be overcome with 

literacy development. One participant is dyslexic, and one student who was invited to take 

part, but declined, is often disruptive and unmotivated. In the event, eleven students agreed to 

participate, and nine completed journals. 

I wanted students to express themselves freely, and I was wary of excessive prescription for 

the task. I gave a written briefing (see Appendices I and II) and a very short oral briefing on 

the intentions of the research. The written briefing was also sent to teachers in my initial 

email and it was partly intended to emphasise the positive outlook and transparency of the 

study. I also provided a list of prompt questions with the small pocket sized notebooks I gave 

out to students to use as journals (Appendix III). 

The third strand in the research plan was to conduct observations of lessons in various 

subjects, to add colour and detail to the picture sketched by student journals, arranging each 

observation in advance with the teacher. These were conducted in the final two weeks of the 

half-term. As the philosophical underpinning of my work was taking shape, my enquiry had 

been refocused and expanded. Where possible, I seated myself amongst the students and 

carried out the instructions they were given by the teacher. My aim was to understand the 

pupils‟ experience as richly as possible as a participant. 

 I had decided to conduct a final interview with my participants after the half-term, and 

having established the themes of my study through analysis, decided to conduct an almost 

unstructured interview with the group, putting my formative conclusions to them for 

discussion. I resolved to put questions and topics, and then listen. This concluding interview 

lasted longer than I expected, because the discussion was very engaged; the boys wanted to 

be heard. 
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Findings and Interpretation 

The journals were the central component of the design at the outset, but despite enthusiasm 

and helpfulness, the participants wrote fairly little, and the majority of entries were brief and 

factual; the student who made most entries rarely gave any clue as to his own views or 

feelings. (see Appendix VII) I realised that the guidance I provided could have been better. 

To derive the benefits described by O‟Brien and by Gates effectively, participants could have 

continued for another four weeks after I had taken in, read and written replies in the journals. 

The students who contributed most to my lessons were also the most prolific writers. The 

sample was not large enough to determine the effect of literacy weaknesses. 

Informed by my observations and relationship as a teacher to the participants, I was able to 

draw out themes from the journals. I noticed that teachers allowed the more forthcoming and 

reliable students to lead class discussion, generally differentiating using questioning, and by 

providing opportunities to share good work. Most of my students, notably B, revelled in these 

opportunities, reporting happily that they had read out their homework, or that their 

assignment had been used as an example. I did not observe, and none of the journals 

recorded, any form of differentiation by task; rather, students were able to extend themselves 

by completing work more creatively and to a higher standard. 

Two lessons I observed in English with the same teacher exemplified the usual approach. 

Difficult questions were directed to those likely to answer them well, and comments from 

them were requested on other students‟ contributions. All tasks were challenging, sometimes 

with the opportunity for a creative response. I myself was highly engaged in these lessons; I 

was particularly gratified by the invitation to perform a poem in an American accent, and 

thereby impress the class. It is evident that I enjoy praise and opportunities to display skills 

and knowledge, and so relate easily to others who do, but for all students to thrive in this 

environment requires them to feel self-confidence and trust. I felt that the teacher understood 

and acknowledged me and all the learners individually. There were a number of positive 

journal comments on these English lessons, both on the interesting topic under study, and on 

the tasks. 

In my own teaching of the class, their enthusiasm was difficult to contain, and whenever I 

asked for a volunteer I invariably had a choice of 31. The research group tended to be more 

patient on these occasions, and to be chosen where the task required maturity or leadership. 

In other lessons, perhaps due to being mixed with girls, students were less exuberant, but the 
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research group were usually the first volunteers. The journals made clear that some students 

loved to be singled out to help the teacher or other pupils in any way, even if they showed no 

emotion at the time. The opportunity to participate in the study was well received, I felt, and 

improved my rapport with the participants, even those who chose not to participate. They 

clearly relished the opportunity to talk openly about their experience of school at the final 

interview.  

In the final interview, the students had much to say about fair distribution of praise and 

punishment, and frustration that the most ill-behaved students were rewarded for the smallest 

positive action, while shy students were ignored. This shows that praise and rewards such as 

merits are important for them. Teachers can object that students‟ sense of justice is 

unsophisticated, as it does not take account of individual needs, but Poslethwaite and 

Haggarty (2002) found that older students were well aware of diversity issues, particularly 

deprivation, which they even felt teachers could be unsympathetic about. Other comments in 

journals demonstrated students‟ ability to empathise; it seems that teenagers have much 

potential to explore justice and develop understandings of diversity. 

The boys were frustrated by what they saw as unfair punishments, where „one person talks, 

and then we all have to copy out of a book/stay behind‟ but A. commented that this „put the 

shame on you, like in PE where one person does something and we all have to do press-ups‟. 

This insight was conceded, without acceptance that such practices were justified. The 

journals all expressed frustration with the poor behaviour of others, and this was also raised 

in the final interview. The dyslexic student‟s journal was an almost continuous catalogue of 

distractions he experienced. A comment from another journal suggested to me that this 

student, who is musically talented, might benefit from being allowed to wear headphones. I 

suggested this in the interview, and he agreed, but the others thought this would be very hard 

to implement and did not trust all students to use the privilege responsibly.  

The journals do not admit any inappropriate behaviour, but in the interview the boys said that 

they very often „started chatting‟ or even „messing about‟ when they were bored by the task. 

This discussion developed very quickly in the final interview from a discussion of the 

qualities of the school day. When I was conducting observations, I was unexpectedly 

overwhelmed by frustration with the disjointedness of the day and the need for every teacher 

to effectively waste time settling and dismissing students. Time constraints felt artificial and 

topics in English and Geography seemed to cry out for cross-curricular study, while work in 
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Maths was completely decontextualized. I strongly felt that a topic-based curriculum, where a 

theme is studied from a range of perspectives, would be far more effective. In the interview, 

several students said that the range of different subjects every day was something they liked 

about school. What they wanted, they said, was more choice. This theme of choice and 

agency dominated the interview and had many aspects. 

They all agreed that there should be greater freedom to study more drama and music. There 

were many positive comments in journals about drama, a subject I never studied myself, but 

often attempt to harness in my own practice. One student wrote „Drama is probably my 

favourite subject because there‟s no right or wrong answer‟. I suggested that some of them, 

particularly K, had shown creativity when I observed them, sometimes „not taking the task 

seriously‟. There was a strong agreement that there needed to be more opportunities for 

creativity. I stressed that I understood this more broadly than as a tenet only of art, music and 

drama but as a degree of freedom, openness and choice, and the teacher exploring ideas with 

the students in every subject. They were energetically supportive and began to compare 

lessons and tasks, saying that they did not learn from „copying off sheets‟. Maths lessons, 

which were generally liked, sometimes became tedious because of long worksheets of the 

same types of question. The boys said they would do enough questions to get the idea 

completely, and then get bored, become distracted and start talking. A. suggested that the 

problem here was giving everyone the same task when some „got it‟ easily. I suggested a 

more independent system where they chose their own questions, ticking off competencies on 

personal checklists; this was well received, and they felt it could be widely implemented. 

There were many journals entries about assessments, which are significant to students; they 

speculate about their grades, whether they have passed; „maths was easy again, I thought I 

would have been moved up after the last test but I wasn‟t‟. When I asked in the interview 

„what is school for?‟ A. said „to get qualifications and go on to get a good job‟ After agreeing 

with others that they should have more choice and control over what they study, he objected 

that „you don‟t know what career you want to go into in year 8‟ and that there was a need to 

cover important material and keep options open. The boys agreed that there should be more 

to school than getting qualifications: „it should prepare you for the future and teach you how 

to get along with people‟ said B.  

The role of social aspects of school in students‟ motivation was clearly important. In the final 

interview my first question was „what do you like about school?‟ and the instinctive response 
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was „being with our friends‟. Many journal entries and my own observations bore this out, 

but, as Reid (2007: 21) points out, group work only helps motivation if there is a positive 

group dynamic. Having made similar comments in journals, the boys expressed particular 

anger with people who failed to contribute to group tasks; this was strongest in the context of 

elective activities. The idea of extending elective activities was popular, K. wanted every 

other week‟s timetable to be wholly elective, and was supported. We discussed citizenship, 

which was dismissed as pointless because „people just talk, they don‟t discuss properly‟ and 

„it should be a proper lesson with a different teacher‟. The boys agreed that citizenship was 

very important in principle, and that it should be taught differently. 

One of the teachers who responded to the survey strongly opposed the idea of any labelling, 

as this would encourage complacency and „problems‟, relating to Sousa‟s words about praise 

(2003:55) mentioned earlier.  None of the students ever raised the idea of giftedness at all, or 

of being labelled in any way. I sensed that the topic of ability was a taboo, and that students 

would not like to be praised or singled out unfairly. As Torrance (1980) points out, this 

sensitivity to others can create a pressure against sincere effort, which is removed when the 

focus is on success in collaboration, rather than individual competition. 

Under the over-riding assessment-focus of the school and the effect on pedagogy, it is not 

surprising that students were motivated by performing well relative to others, as long as this 

was seen as fair and did not incur overt resentment from peers. According to Anderman et al 

(2010) and Burnard and White (2008), this performance focus runs counter to the 

development of independent learning through the intrinsic motivation of mastery goals, and 

also counter to creative pedagogy. Questions also arise as to how these students will react 

when they are not successful. The experience of failure and the development of constructive 

responses are key in Erez‟s framework for creative learning (2004).  I suggest that a 

performance goal focus and the style of competition it fosters are limited and unstable 

sources of motivation, which can often become negative and demotivating, particularly as 

students get older and more socially integrated and sophisticated. 

The quotation opening this report, from the headteacher of St-George-in-the East, described 

by Fielding and Moss (2010: 9) as „a democratic school for human flourishing‟, is a rejection 

of competition and conventional means of extrinsic motivation, and a call to recognise that 

young people are capable of a more humanistic level of engagement. I believe that my study 

supports this view.   
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Conclusions and Recommendations 

Motivation, by which I mean the will and moral energy, in this case to engage and partake in 

school life, is complex and highly individual, and it is only with a high level of self-

knowledge that we are able to understand our own, let alone that of others. In order to draw 

conclusions from this study, I have presumed a relationship between long-term motivation, 

beyond the reach of observation; and daily emotional experiences, about which I could try to 

make some inferences based on data. 

But, asking students what motivates them or what they enjoy may not be the best way to 

determine what makes the difference in the long term; for example, science teachers are 

aware that most children enjoy practical activities, but a study on the affective impact of 

practical work (Abrahams, 2009) found no evidence for generating long-term interest in the 

subject.  Participants in my study clearly enjoyed, and wanted more, opportunities to be 

creative in their learning throughout school, and to engage in practical activities in music, art 

and tech. My suspicion, in view of the many effective and engaging lessons I observed, is 

that the individual tasks and experiences offered to pupils in lessons can have only a limited 

impact on their attitude to learning; in other words, teachers may not be individually 

empowered to create, maintain or repair students‟ motivation. 

I suggest that, along with emotions, motivation, particularly of those who think well and 

discuss their ideas well with others; is concerned with the ability to see a future, and to take 

ownership of their actions in the present. I found that students were motivated by, and 

enjoyed, the social aspects of school and learning, a positive and purposeful environment, and 

above all creative pedagogy, as my technical reading suggested. The assessment focus of the 

school, and financial constraints, restrict the extent to which these values are manifest, but 

teachers are well aware of them, as is reflected in their practice. It seems that, thinking in 

terms of Maslow, the emotional needs of the participants are generally met in school, and that 

„self-actualisation‟ needs are affecting motivation. Looking beyond students‟ emotions to 

their opinions, ideas, and under-exercised creative capacities, in the direction indicated by the 

factors just mentioned; their desire for agency may be the most crucial issue. 
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It is interesting that A, who 

apparently most nearly shares 

the school‟s narrative of 

purpose to gain 

qualifications, is also 

apparently the most 

motivated, and most inclined 

to defend aspects of school of 

which others were critical, 

because when asked what he 

liked about school, he 

immediately said „being with friends‟. This suggests that, for one student at least, the 

rational/functional is more influential than the emotional/personal. 

Following Fielding and Moss (2010: 54), I argue that a school where the personal is not 

sacrificed to the functional, but comes to the centre, is possible. My participants showed 

themselves richly capable of creative, productive, reasoned debate, of empathy and justice. 

Fielding and Moss point to the historical example of St-George-in-the-East, where School 

Council was a completely open meeting for all to enter discussion. (2010: 12) I suggest that a 

school such as this one might try to extend its dialogue with its students in a spirit of 

democracy, providing authentic training in practices crucial to citizenship and learning how 

to learn. This dialogue should not be restricted to selected or elected representatives, but 

should involve every person in the school. At the very least, frustrations might be voiced, 

misunderstandings swept away, and new agreements forged. Creative, critical and social 

skills and understandings can be developed, and, possibly, teachers and students can create 

images of flourishing lives in the world we find ourselves in, and thereby, narratives of 

purpose through which everyone can see a future worth aiming at.  

I believe that a re-examination of educational purpose, in collaboration with students, could 

precipitate a shift in the performance orientation of schools, towards the pursuit of self-

improvement and excellence in collaboration, not only in words, but at the deeper level of 

actions and experiences, where learning takes place and motivation is shaped. 

Figure 2- Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs 
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My study was small in scale and limited in scope. To address the central question of what 

affected the motivation of „gifted‟ boys, I tried to understand their whole affective experience 

of school and the influences on it. As I am a young female teacher with a very different 

experience of secondary school to the subjects, and a pre-existing radical stance, my 

interpretation is one of many possible, and conclusions must be tentative and provisional. 

Moreover, my methodology to some extent affected the subject of study, which limits the 

validity of the work. Nonetheless, I have listened, and been guided by the strong voices of the 

participants, and learned far more than I set out to discover. I humbly recommend that others 

do likewise. 
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APPENDIX I – LETTER REQUESTING PARENTAL CONSENT 

APPENDIX II – WRITTEN BRIEFING FOR STUDENTS 

APPENDIX III – PROMPT SHEET ENCLOSED WITH JOURNALS 

 

Prompt Questions 

Please record the subject and time, for example: Maths: lesson 3 

 

Remember, you don’t have to use these prompts and I don’t expect you to 

use them all at once, you might want to pick out two or three different ones 

every day, or every week 

What did you learn in this lesson? 

How did this link to what you already know? 

Can you make any links between what you learned and other subjects or ideas? 

What did you find engaging/enjoyable/interesting in this lesson? This might be something the teacher did, or 

something you did. Why was it good? 

Did you do any activities in this lesson that other students didn’t do? 

Did any questions come up that you will still be thinking about later? 

How did you feel in this lesson? 

Did anything distract you? Did you want to do something different to what you were doing? 

How do you feel about this subject? What do you like/dislike about it? What do you find easy/difficult about it? 
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APPENDIX IV – INFORMATION EMAIL TO STAFF 

 

Hello colleagues, 

I’m the trainee on placement in the science department, now conducting my research 

project. It’s about the motivation of gifted students, so I’ve asked some boys in the top 

science set to keep journals writing about some of their lessons. Rather than droning on 

here I have attached the briefing and prompt questions which I will give to the boys to 

help them write their journals. My agenda is to find out what they enjoy and find 

engaging in their lessons. Part of the background is the C/D borderline issue – you 

probably feel, as my mentor suggested, that G&T kids don’t get as much attention as 

we’d like to give them and that keen year 7 and 8 students all too often turn into jaded 

year 10 and 11 students! I’ve told the boys that they should be writing in their own time, 

and must give first priority and respect to subject teachers. I have told them that if they 

want to write in journals in lesson time, they must complete all work and ask permission 

before doing so. I would also like to observe as many lessons as possible with the boys, so 

I will be in touch trying to arrange this. I won’t just turn up uninvited. 

If you have any questions, concerns, or want to opt out of having your lessons 

‘journaled’, please contact me. 
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APPENDIX V – STAFF SURVEY AND RESPONSES 

I am researching student motivation, particularly for gifted and talents children at the academy, and I would 

really like to know about your practices and views; here are my questions, any response at all will be very 

gratefully received: 

1. What subject do you teach 

2. What strategies do you really use to stretch and challenge in lessons 

3. Any others that you think are a good idea but don’t get chance to use 

4. Any opinions you’d like to share on motivation and differentiation 

5. What has influenced your values and practice eg INSET, initial teacher training, books on teaching and 

learning (recommend please!), colleagues, personal philosophy/experience  

Many thanks in advance for your assistance! 

1. history 
2. extension tasks and questioning 
4. just be happy and get the kids to enjoy your lessons. You enjoy teaching them  
5. my department 
 

1. Science, physics 
2. Open ending questioning, targeted questioning, research opportunities, ideas into the bigger picture – 
challenging pupils to apply their knowledge to ‘real life’ situations.  Targeted activities to stretch them during 
group work 
3. more trips 
4. motivation of many g and t students I teach is poor, so engaging them in something cool to challenge 
them can be tricky.  Same goes for differentiation – unless it’s simply an extension activity (which they may to be 
motivated to do anyway) then many pupils don’t enjoy being singled out with different tasks, that’s why I try to 
use group work as much as possible with this ie  written piece targeted at a specific audience – I set the audience 
based on ability, although they don’t know that.   
5. itt was an encouraging time for this.  Mindset of the school is a big influence in how much g and t is a 
focus.   
 

I provide extended exercises that are at a slightly higher level, more challenging for those who complete the task 

set a bit earlier BUT generally these are not needed because the more gifted, generally the more they will put 

into their own personal answers that they have to prepare to my questions in the language. 

MANY gifted kids are bone idle and don’t do this!! 

I would love to use many of the resources that are available for lang learning eg on the internet and websites BUT 

the time is not there to seek and prepare : ( 

No matter how talented a child might be, don’t tell him/her! They tend to get complacent and lazy. I do NOT 

agree with them being told. Nothing worse!! Causes problems in young minds! 

Many things have influenced my teaching but mainly the reactions of the students. They are your best teachers. 

Experience accounts for a lot. Never assume you know everything because you have been in the job years. learn 

from your colleagues what is good and bad practice and don’t assume that position in the school means a good 

practioner in the classroom. He / she may be getting it wrong too. Take a bit of good practice from everyone and 

do what works for you. Also never rush!! Adopt a manageable pace! 
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APPENDIX VI – STUDENT PROFILES 

Profiles 

F. 
F. is a very mature, calm, helpful student. He always works very diligently despite sitting 

amongst poorly behaved boys in my class, volunteers for everything and makes excellent 

contributions to discussion, both asking and answering. His written work shows relatively 

weak literacy. In my lessons he always worked with another G&T student who left at Easter, 

and their group always produced very thoughtful work. 

G. 
G. is identified specifically as G&T in science. He sits at the back in my lessons and is 

directly behind the overwhelmingly keen B. who is next to C, and also near H. and E. This is 

possibly why I don’t always notice G as much as others in the class. He likes to draw and 

doodle and asks wacky questions. He is a bit of a comedian in a quiet way. He made a good 

start on the journal but in the end made only a very few entries. 

H. 
At parents’ evening [teacher] made a fuss of H’s intellect, but I spent most of the first term of 

lessons with the group developing group work skills and found H. difficult as he never got on 

with his group. At parents’ evening he said he preferred to work alone. His writing is hard to 

read but shows very good understanding and he spontaneously adds diagrams to explain 

things. His writing often displays impatience with the need to record and there is a mature 

consciousness of the purpose. He jots notes for revision in a style he will understand later. 

D. 
D’s science test script surprised me by showing superb understanding, as despite some 

excellent contributions to class discussion, I hadn’t thought of him as outstanding. His 

attention to tasks can be quite poor and he often misbehaves. His real passion seems to be 

music. His music theory teacher, whom I know socially outside school, describes him as 

difficult. His journal entries focus on the many distractions to his learning he experiences. 

Perhaps he is easily distracted, as is often the case with dyslexics. At the end of my last 

lesson D said ‘I think we should give Miss a round of applause’ and there was a very loud, 

enthusiastic response. 

E. 
E. is not on the G&T register but I was prompted to add him to my study by his test score 

which equalled A. as the highest in the group. Very quiet and somewhat overshadowed by 

the crowd around, his contributions to discussion are always carefully considered. His 

journal is quite incisive, with emotional and critical responses to his learning experiences. He 
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may be frustrated by not being noticed amongst noisier, larger, less polite peers, and by the 

poor behaviour of those around him. 

K. 
K is very funny and chatty, making sharp contributions in discussion, and can be a bit of an 

instigator in messing about. He is highly creative and rarely takes school work tasks 

seriously, responding in a comedic way wherever possible. He is knowledgeable about 

science and asks excellent questions. He accepted a journal but did not complete it. 

J. 
J. is knowledgeable like K. but very keen on science and confident in volunteering tentative 

answers and asking questions in discussion. He is polite and helpful. His literacy is poor, but 

he is a talented debater, and is popularly regarded as a peacemaker. 

B. 
B. reminds me of myself. Desperate to contribute, bursting to share his knowledge of 

science, he can sometimes be a poor listener and a disruptive influence, sometimes 

shouting others down in groups. He is very polite and ‘middle class’ in contrast to [student] 

whose attention seeking is much harder to control, and struggles with himself to be more 

mature and patient. His work is beautifully set out and he shows aesthetic sensitivity in every 

task. His pride in his work is obvious, but he can be slow to start work, getting into 

discussions about the task and probably other subjects… He lapped up [teacher]’s words at 

parents’ evening about being top of the class and responded to his advice to become a 

better listener with much sober nodding. He started the journal when I reminded him in the 

last week, but diligently wrote about every lesson from then until the end. His journal shows 

that he thrives on chances to show off and share his learning, success and prior knowledge. 

He probably has very few opportunities to respond to failure, it would be interesting to see if 

he does so as badly as I do. He is not on the G&T register but would probably have 

exploded if he hadn’t been included in the project, and is certainly working at a very high 

level at present. 

C. 
More sensible than B, C. is the ideal foil and sits next to him, allowing himself to be helped. 

A quiet, enthusiastic, extremely polite and helpful boy, he is diligent and contributes well to 

everything, consistently volunteering answers and asking questions, his journal shows him to 

be a committed and self-motivated learner who general enjoys school. When I asked the 

boys to name two people they would like to be grouped with C. was the most popular choice. 

I was struck by his empathetic note in his journal about his form tutor, who was absent due 

to a bereavement. 

A. 
A. is on the school council, and was employed by the coordinator to show me around on my 

first day at the school, along with a year 7 girl who didn’t say anything. A. seemed impassive, 
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but gave me a thoroughly commentated tour of the school, responding to my questions and 

enthusiasm in a straightforward way. I asked if he liked science, and he seemed a little 

uncomfortable. It’s ok but something bothers him about it. His favourite subject is PE. He is 

specifically identified as G&T in science: ‘excellent verbal reasoning’ the comment says. His 

questions and answers in discussion are always the most interesting and he is very patient 

and polite, and enjoys helping. When we worked on group discussion skills, he showed 

talent or training in this. When he talks, others usually listen. His journal is largely a factual 

record of lesson foci, but he made far more entries than anyone else, following my 

suggestions to the letter. If only I had been more intelligent in directing the boys in talking 

about their response to learning activities, I would have got more useful data. A. however, 

uses ‘I learnt’ rather than ‘we learnt’, even correcting himself once, showing that he 

distinguished between the intention or topic of the lesson and the outcome. 
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APPENDIX VII – JOURNAL TRANSCRIPTS 

Transcripts 

H. 

[name] [form] journal important 

Science week a Friday 3, 4 

[drawing of fizzing liquid] Learned about compound –accids alkalines questions 2Cl + O = 

Cl2O does it have to be two lithiums could it be say potassium 

History 

Civil war interesting subject learnt about soldier 

Drama 

Began work on abstract drama. Make objects with our body 

History Friday 13th may 

The siege of lady Harley enjoyed learning about the battle 

French Friday 20th 

Predictions nothing special normal lesson 

Science  

Miss last lesson learnt about blood 

 

G. 

[front labelled [NAME]’s work journal] 

[NAME]’s Journal 

Science p5&6 

We learnt about viruses, fungi & bacteria. And about different epidemics and when the 

microscope came about. On the yellow sheets. And we wrote about smallpox etc 

6th May 2011 Maths exam p1&2 

It seemed to have gone quite well but I don’t know how well we’ve done yet 

Science p3&4 

We’re doing revision chemistry & metals and about the reactivity series. 

17th May 2011 

I had a saxophone exam today. And I think I did ok but I’m not sure yet. [drawing of 

saxophone] Grade 3 
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19th May 2011 

We are doing about variations and inheritance and people are going up to the front and 

creating class discussions. Miss Bleasdale made us a game. [drawing of monster] 

[several sections have been used to create flip-book animations at the page edges] 

[back page decorated with name lettering and a drawing of an alien saying ‘we don’t come in 

peace] 

F. 

Property of: [NAME] [form] 

5th May miss b’s Science period 5&6 

Starter very interesting. Found out a lot of information I found a lot of information a litt little bit 

quite loud and silly 

It was a interesting lesson [smiley face] 

French period 6 6th May 

Very loud 

A interesting lesson 

[CLASS TEACHER]’S class 6th May science of sir period 3+4 

A lot of talking not a lot of work (35 min talk) easy to lose interest 

English period 3 9th May 

Intresting reading session we read small steps. I liked the reading 

Period 1 11th May Geography 

Intresting info 

A good lesson 

We found out about coffee 

18th May Period Maths 

Enjoyable lesson 

23rd May Period 1 Science 

Starter: information full 

Learnt about respiration 

The equation is oxygen + glucose  water + carbon dioxide + (energy) 

23rd May Period 6 Maths 

Volume.. 
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J.  

Thursday 19th May English lesson 2 

We read Chapter 9 and 10 of Small Steps. We left on a cliff-hanger I had to read out first 

Geography lesson 5 

At the start of geography because the teature was ill someone had to fill but thay did not get 

there for 15 minets so we talked about the day when they turned up we lernet about supply 

and damand. 

Friday 20th May ict period 5 

In ict we chose what we were going to do our power point on I chose fox hunting 

Maths period 6 

We lernt about calculaters it was easy 

Monday 23rd May ict period 1 

We improved on our slides I worked a lot on my quiz while I was having a laugh with 

[STUDENT] and [B.] 

Music period 3 

On that we played the james bond theam and then a theam for a charter I worked with [H.] 

Thursday 24th May period 5 

We played softball it was hot 

Wednesday 25th May period 1 – 2 history  

In history we have been learning about Charles 1st trial/exacution 

Period 5 – 6 activities (horrible histories) 

We watched some episodes then miss got out a longsord and I got to hold it 

Thursday 26th May period 2 English 

We did our speaches on what we would bring on a desert iland 

Period 3 – 4 tech 

We sewed parts of our hats on I talked with [STUDENT, E. AND C.] 

 

D. 

Fri 6th period 3-4 Sci 

Today we learnt about reactivity of metals destration where I had my drum lesson and bass 

lesson and people where talking a hard part was word and symble equations. 

Period 5 His 

Today we start a new topic on civil war 
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Period 6 french 

We learnt about transport 

Destrations where people where talking and messing about 

Monday period 2 Art 

Today we start to desing our cecilal boxes people distrcied me by talking annd messing 

Period 4 music 

Today  we made music to go with a pichere destraction where someone in our group would 

not coperete 

Tuesday Drama p3 

Today we wached are acesment and revued them 

Wednesday Spanish p3 

Today we learnt about cuber 

Tuesday p1 citizenship 

Today we learnt about voting people talking destrated me 

Tech p3/4 

Today we did practical. People talking and asking me to do thing and what thing destraced 

me 

ICT p1 

Today we where starting on our powerpoints and doing teshee 

Music p3 

Today we where doing music out of films people in are group not working din’t help 

Sci p3/4  

Today we did about acid recting with metal at the start it was hard but got easy 

Tech p3/4 

We where makin our bird boxes people not letting me just get on din’t help 

Citenship p1 

We lernt about voting on the laptops was good but distracting 

Tech p3/4 

When I try to get on people whant my help but I need to do my work 
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C. 

[decorative lettering] [NAME]’S JOURNAL [drawing of happy face and 

smiling stick man, signpost saying HI!] 

Science period 1: 

We were learning about drugs it was very interesting but there was too much noise + 

stopped me from concentrating. 

Date: Monday 9th May 2011 [smiley face] 

Art period 2: 

It was quite good apart from some people kept talking and we had to stay back! 

Date: Monday 9th may 2011 

Maths period 6: 

Maths was good since I love maths we were doing fractions and I enjoyed it 

Date: Monday 9th may 2011. 

Maths period 1: 

Maths was good I always enjoy it. We were learning about percentages of amounts. 

Date: 18th may 2011 

Science period 1 

Science was good we were doing respiration Although it was a single so we didn’t get much 

done. 

Date: 23rd may 2011 

Art period 2: 

Art was cool we went to tech to go on the computer although didn’t get to do much 

Date: 23rd may 2011 

English period 3: 

English is really interesting at the moment, I’m really enjoying this old + middle English 

[smiley face] 

Date: 23rd may 2011 

Music period 4: 

Music I really enjoyed we were doing practical on the piano doing character motif’s. 

Date: 23rd may 2011 

PE period 5: 

PE was good since I love cricket but it was very windy which ruined it a bit. 
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Date 23rd may 2011 

Maths period 6: 

Maths was very good again since I really enjoy maths [smiley face] 

Date 23rd may 2011 

Geography period 1: 

I actually really enjoyed geography learning about coffee it was good 

Date 24th may 2011 

ICT period 2: 

ICT is fun I’m enjoying the power point I’ve almost finished 

Date 24th may 2011 

Drama period 3: 

Drama is really great I love it the abstract drama is so fun 

Date 24th may 2011 

Geography period 1: 

Geography was very good again we were doing posters but we couldn’t finish them. 

Date: 25th may 2011 

Ethics period 2: 

Ethics is boring but it wasn’t that bad we did get to listen to the lazy song 

Date: 25th may 2011 

Spanish (food tech) period 3: 

Instead of Spanish we had a one off food tech lesson + it was great we got to try breakfast 

bars. 

Date 25th may 2011 

French period 4: 

French wasn’t too bad I was happy that everyone was good rather than usual when 

everyones messing about. 

Date 25th may 2011 

Citizenship period 1: 

Citizenship wasn’t bad but poor mr. moore wasn’t here because his mum had sadly died so I 

felt sorry for him. 

Date 26th may 2011 
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English period 2: 

English was alright but not as good as previous English lessons, we were doing language 

today. 

Date: 26th may 2011 

Tech (Textiles) period 3+4: 

Tech was alright but we were just cutting stuff out all lesson + was a bit boring 

Date: 26th may 2011 

ICT period 5: 

ICT was good again we have finished the powerpoint now. 

Date 26th May 2011 

Maths period 6 

Maths was good we were doing volume of a cylinder so it was alright 

Date 26th may 2011 

English period 1: 

We had an assessment but it was still alright I had [teacher] 

Date: 27th may 2011 

ICT period 2 

ICT was awesome we had free time after evaluating our powerpoints + it was awesome! 

Date: 27th may 2011 

Science period 3+4 

I enjoyed science a lot it was a really fun + interesting lesson we got a lot of exercise 

learning about respiration + exercise. 

Date: 27th may 2011. 

E. 

Tuesday 9th 

Ethics – Piriod 4 

We had to research using laptops, witch normally is better, but sir always rushes us, so it’s 

harder to take in. 

Geography – lesson 2. 

We did another sheet on something we already know. It doesn’t help me remember it. And 

she leaves work till last! 
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Monday- 16th May English period 6 

We had our other teacher who can’t control the class without other teachers. When I can 

concentrate her lessons are actually quite good and I do learn from them, but it’s getting to 

that point where I can focus that’s the problem. 

Tuesday 19 Maths Piriod 3 

Maths was really easy today. I thought I might have moved up after the last test but I didn’t. 

Monday 23rd Drama Period 2 

I think drama is probably my favourite subject, because you can be as creative as you want 

and there is no right or wrong answer. 

Tuesday 24th French period 6 

In French I just had to try to get one with my work. It really makes me wonder how some 

people get into top set. 

Wednesday 25th Music period 6 

We carried on composing our motifs. Our normal teacher wasn’t here so we were left tto 

ourselves. It’s hard to be distracted wearing headphones. It linked to our previous lesson on 

motif criteria. 

Thursday 26th Period 4 Tech (textiles) 

I got slightly behind in tech, trying to finish the hand stitching while other people were already 

on mechines. 

 

B. 

[front labelled [NAME] Journal [form]] 

Monday 23rd May 2011 Science 

- We recapped respiration by doing a quiz 

- Lots of people were talking which disrupted the interactive activity 

English 

- The starter was reading out our homework [smiley face] 

- We did some sheet which was good. Mrs Bleasdale did hear American accent 

[smiley face] 

French 

- Nobody listened to the teacher [sad face] 

- We all moved places [sad face] 

- I work better were I am now [smiley face] 

PE 

- We wasted time by not having the right equitment first time 

- We played kwick criket [smiley face] 

Maths 

- The starter was rather complicated 
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- We all contributed to the class discussion [smiley face] 

- I enjoyed doing the sheet with friends [smiley face] 

Tuesday 24th May 2011 Geography 

- Finished poster on fair trade [smiley face] 

- Everyone tasted fair trade chocolate [smiley face] 

Ethics 

- Read out my obituary assessment [smiley face] 

- I got tons of homework [sad face] 

Spanish 

- We wrote a speech bubble in Spanish about what films we like and I read mine out 

[smiley face] 

ICT 

- Finished powerpoint assessment 

- We did an interactive quiz 

- I was quite bored! [sad face] 

PE 

- Played kwick cricket in hall 

- Liked it because we all knew the game and played it well. 

- We lost! [sad face] 

French 

- Most people did their own thing and didn’t listen to the teacher! 

- I got on well on my own [sad face] 

Wednesday 25th may 2011 

Double history 

- Miss revised last lesson by asking us questions. 

- We watched videos of the trial of king chales [smiley face] 

- Copied off sheet into bokos [sad face] 

- I finished early so I did nothing for a while [sad face] 

Drama 

- Watched ourselves on video! [smiley face] 

- Miss went out for a bit and everyone talked over the video 

Music 

- We had a suplie teacher who let us play our assessments on the keybord. 

Activities 

- In activities I have tech club 

- We build and race graverty racers 

- I made a rear-axle and made a roll-cage for the old racer 

- I really enjoy activities because your with your friends [smiley face] 

Thursday 26th May 2011 

Citizenship 

- We planned our speech into our books 

- Everyone was very loud! 

English 

- We recapped last lesson 
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- We only answered questions into our book. 

Tech 

- We designed our toy mechanisms in detail 

- Sir used mine as a example 

Tech 

- Did practical and finished toy frame 

- Sir used mine as a example [smiley face] 

Geo 

- We did a sheet in our book and Sir talked us through it step by step. 

Maths 

- We did a sheet into our books 

- We all got along and finished it together 

Friday 27th may 2011 

English 

- We had a speaking and listening activity and we did an assessment 

History 

- We mad a news paper aticle about the civil war. 

- I enjoyed it [smiley face] 

Science 

- We drew around one person and labelled the body 

- We talked a lot about the work [smiley face] 

- We went outside and did a activity on respiration [smiley face] 

- I enjoyed it.  

  

A. 

Science p5+6 

I have learnt about diseases. I have learnt that athlete’s foot is a fungi. 

It was good that we could walk around the class to get info but it was a bit crowded around 

the info! B. is distracting me because he is too noisy. 

Drama 15 mins till break p2 

We did some activities, not really learning anything. Nothing was distracting me. It was fun 

and I felt happy. 

Science p3+4 

I have learnt that A group I wants to lose 1 electron so it reacts with a group 7 because a 

group 7 wants one electron 

History P5 

I learnt about the English Civil War and who the sides were 

History P1 

We found out who supported King Charles I and who supported Parliament in the Civil War 
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Science P3+P4 

I have learnt how to classify animals, plants, and other kingdoms. 

I liked the activity of classyfin Guess who? With cars. 

Drama P3 

We watched our assessments and evaluated them 

PE P5 

We played kwik-cricket 

Ethics P2 

I learnt about Simon Wiesenthal who hunted down former war criminals . (Holocaust) 

PE P1 + 2 

We did relay races and 100m sprint 

It was fun but tiring 

I beat  my Y7 100m time 

Y7: 19 secs 

Y8: 18.34 secs 

I like PE because it is very engaging 

Music P3 

We created a character motif which is a tune for a specific character 

Maths P4 

We learnt about percentages 

It was difficult! 

Tech P5 

We learnt about health + safety in the kitchen. 

English P4 

We translated some sentences from Early Modern English to Modern English and vice versa 

Science P5+P6 

We played a game which was ‘Survival of the Fittest’ 

Art P2 

We found some images and fonts which went with the name of our designed cereal. Mine’s 

called Dragon Crunch 

Music P4 

We made a character motif for a knight. 
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Drama P3 

We created some abstract Drama using an object but we couldn’t use it as its actual job. 

ICT P4 

We continued with out presentations. Mine about animal testing. 

Citizenship P1 

We discussed about Women’s Rights and if we actually needed them 

English P2 

We talked about how language has changed. (slang) 

ICT P5 

I finished my presentation about animal testing. I was asked to progress the presentation for 

[TEACHER]. 
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APPENDIX VIII – OBSERVATION REPORTS 

Observations 

English 
The top set is taught by [description of teacher]. She keeps the front desk clear to spread out 

her many worksheets, which come from a published resource pack. Her learning objectives 

are long and she did not always insist on the children writing them. There are no discipline 

issues. She engages interest with a challenging true/false quiz, which I myself find highly 

interesting, and it enables me to locate Chaucer more richly in my inner narrative of English 

culture and history. It takes thought, but the children are able to answer most of the 

questions correctly. Taking the answers, [teacher] draws out the reasoning and knowledge 

that enabled them to reach them. A, B. and C. take the lead, and obvious pleasure, in 

explaining ‘how they knew’. There are links to many areas of learning, including science, and 

the children find it satisfying to locate them. Having always struggled to put the past in any 

order, I was pleased to date Shakespeare correctly. Volunteers answer. 

After a brief class discussion to remind us about Chaucer, which [teacher] introduces with an 

open invitation ‘What can you tell me about Chaucer?’, and manages with all sorts of 

questions and probes, drawing out their knowledge. We then went through a series of sheets 

to help us describe the character of the Miller, and finally translated The Miller’s Tale into 

modern English, leading to much laughter. A, always confident, offered a potentially 

embarrassing correct answer and was supported by [teacher]. The lesson ended with some 

children reading out their translations. 

The next lesson starts with volunteers read out their homework task, composing a statement 

and reply in Middle English. B. is as usual extremely keen to do this. Those who have not 

completed the homework are made to stand up, and [teacher] lectures the class, taking a 

surprising tack – she called on them to recognise the privilege of a free education. This 

appeal to a sense of justice and direction to develop awareness of citizenship seems to 

provoke shame in the offenders, but there is no sense of the others gloating and a thoughtful 

atmosphere descends, drifting into a purposeful one as the lesson, on dialect, accents, slang 

and standard English, progresses. The children are keen to share examples from their own 

experience. One who has EAL and does not normally volunteer answers makes an 

interesting contribution about her experience of not understanding dialect words, and I might 

have made more of this; I wanted her to discuss it further. [teacher] models an RP accent 

and talks about where the idea came from and the connotations. She draws out 

connotations of ‘low’ accents. I contribute, modelling a Liverpool accent and using 

appropriate slang. A. shows a great deal of patience with his hand up waiting to be called on, 

and his comment prompts [teacher] to ask him to imitate an East London accent, but he 

declines. K. is asked to show off his skill in imitating accents, and offers, not very confidently 

to do an Irish one. 

We identify examples of slang on a worksheet for five minutes, which is not very interesting. 

MP does not bother to go through the answers, but moves on to the next sheet, which 

initially asks us to identify the difference between accent and dialect. She checks this, and 

moves rapidly to the main task of translating a poem written in American slang. I thoroughly 

enjoy this task, exaggerating the correctness of the standard English and rolling the 
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American words around my mouth to perfect my pronunciation. [teacher] goes through the 

translation rapidly, with many pupils contributing, and then asks ‘a brave volunteer’ to read 

aloud in the original form. I eagerly volunteer and my effort meets with applause and 

laughter from the children and strong praise from [teacher], so I leave the lesson in a fine 

mood. B. wrote about my accent in his journal with a smiley face. C. commented in his 

journal that he was ‘really enjoying this old and middle English’. 

 

Maths – lesson 6 
The tables are arranged primary school style loosely around the room, two pairs seated 

facing each other at each. B. invites me loudly to sit at his table and I pull up a chair there 

where I can see A, F, J and [teacher] herself. The starter is a puzzle on the IWB, which I find 

fun and slightly challenging. B. is pleased to produce his calculator, feeling that it is an 

allowable cheat. He freely offers its use to [student] and myself and the girls seated 

opposite. He wrote in his journal that the starter was rather complicated. We move on to the 

LO which is to calculate the volume of a prism. [teacher] asks the class to remind her of 

previous work on volume and what a prism is, leading to the formula and an example for us 

to try drawn on the IWB. After going through this, she distributes worksheets with many 

problems for calculating the volumes of triangular prisms. I feel grateful for the arithmetic 

practice as I have a physics exam tomorrow. I struggle to carry out calculations on paper 

while the pupils use calculators. B. takes the lead in comparing answers with others on the 

table. The children ask each other for help, and are able to explain to each other. B. wrote in 

his journal that he enjoyed working with friends on this task. A pleasant, industrious sociable 

atmosphere at the table. 

[teacher] stops the class to talk about calculating surface areas. At this point I become mildly 

frustrated because she is talking about needing to know the length of each side of the 

triangle rather than only the base and height which were sufficient before. I want to share my 

knowledge of how to find the third side using Pythagoras’ Theorem. Just as the lesson is 

becoming tedious for me, A. offers the observation to [teacher] (after politely waiting with his 

hand raised during the class discussion) that her example, with sides 6, 10 and 12cm ‘would 

not be a real triangle’. She replies that it would and he says ‘but it wouldn’t look like that’ and 

she says it would because the 12cm side is ‘longer than the other two’. A. accepts her 

defence politely and we all proceed to carry out more surface area of prism calculations. I 

use Pythagoras to check the triangle and then do the problems. At the end of the lesson I 

jump over to A. and tell him that ‘I used a trick, a test to check the triangle – it would be 

nearly a right angle triangle but not quite… Let me write it down for you…’ and on the back 

of the sheet I have been writing on all lesson I rapidly write Pythagoras’ Theorem illustrated 

with a sketch and hand the paper to him. This is an act of rebellion, but I know A. comes 

from a supportive family and has many older siblings to explain to him. Like so many of the 

boys in science lessons, I had to share my knowledge with someone and was deeply 

relieved to find an audience. 
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History – lesson 1 
Class in rows seated boy-girl. H. wrote in his journal that he found the civil war topic 

interesting, but makes no contribution to the class discussion of their learning so far on the 

subject which opens the lesson. I sit apart from the students at the back, arriving late and 

fearing to intrude. The discussion is led by a few engaged students including B. and D. 

[teacher] talks quite a lot and my attention wanders a bit. We then watch two film extracts 

showing the trial of King Charles I, under instruction to note key points in books. These are a 

bit long and stuffy and I can’t follow what they’re saying very well. The room is uncomfortably 

hot. I feel frustrated that we have to watch two clips, even though I think this is a good 

method of raising awareness about audiences, storytelling and layered contexts of historical 

study as well as allowing a double opportunity to notice what is going on. After the first clip 

there is a brief discussion where the class is asked to share what they noted. Most have not 

made notes (I certainly haven’t as I can’t watch and listen and write at the same time) but B. 

offers the observation that the king seemed calm, D. also contributes. We then watch the 

second clip. [teacher] points out Oliver Cromwell and draws attention to Charles’ insistence 

on keeping his hat on as a sign of disrespect to the court. At the end B. who is really on form 

today observes that the king doesn’t believe the court have the guts to convict him. [teacher] 

tells the class that Charles was not allowed to hear the evidence against him presented to 

the court and asks almost rhetorically ‘is that fair?’ She then confirms that it isn’t. She 

introduces our long term task, to write a newspaper article on the trial. She shows examples, 

which look very wordy. Our stepping stone task is to make notes from two resource sheets. 

We are given one of each sheet per pair and will swap halfway through, but [teacher] asks 

us to work in silence. 

I sit in an absent person’s place at the back between two girls and start doing the task. 

[teacher] comes over to ask me if she can help me in any way; she didn’t have the chance to 

read my email. I feel a bit uncomfortable talking about my project while everyone is working 

in silence so I keep my explanation brief and conclude by saying I want to understand the 

student experience so I’m ‘pretending to be a student’. She laughs and commends my 

approach. The sheet is already quite concise and I’m not sure what constitutes a key point, 

so I start copying snippets to construct an outline of the context of the trial. Even though as a 

post graduate student I have hours of experience of note-taking in all sorts of contexts I am 

not really sure what I am doing and am unsurprised when the girl next to me seeks my help. 

Some students start whistling while [teacher] leaves the room. In his journal B. describes this 

part of the lesson as ‘copying off sheets into our books’ and marks it with a sad face, 

contrasting with the happy face he applied to the watching of videos. He reports that he 

finished early ‘so did nothing for a while’ with another sad face. The lesson is a double but I 

have to leave to teach after the first period. 

 

French – lesson 3 
I arrive early because it is the lesson after break and am invited to sit anywhere. [teacher] 

has the books ready on desks but I wait for students to come in and sit before selecting a 

place next to a girl I don’t know at the extreme left near the front. [student] is here with a TA, 

[name], on the opposite side of the room to me. J. is on the table behind me. The starter is a 

spelling test. Obviously I was not there when the spelling words were set so I have to 
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assume she is using the infinitive form of the verbs. I get 12/12 and am therefore entitled to a 

merit! I like French and I am motivated to practice as I would like to visit (or live in) Paris 

soon. The students have to report their scores for a mark book. H. gets 1/12. J. must have 

learned his spellings as he got 10.5/12 and his literacy is quite weak. We move on to the LO 

which is following on from previous work about the future. As a recap she asks us to give 

examples in French of what we plan to do in the holidays. The class hesitates and I decide 

to raise my hand. [teacher] smilingly calls on me and I offer ‘je vais aller a la plage.’ [teacher] 

acknowledges and writes ‘Miss B’ on the right hand side of the board, which she adds to 

throughout the lesson, adding ticks to names for second, third etc contributions. She asks 

the class what la plage is and they know. We discuss how to write a prediction for someone 

else in the style of a horoscope and offer verbs we might want to use with tu vas. A list 

grows on the board in English and we spend time looking them up in the dictionary. I am 

engaged at my ZPD; I know some, not all of the verbs. One is ‘to retire’ and I find ‘prendre sa 

retraite’ to take one’s retreat. In discussion I offer this and my name gets another t ick, and I 

feel good because [teacher] reinforces my correct pronunciation. J. is willing to participate, 

tentatively and with very poor pronunciation. [student] shouts across the room to me, every 

time I contribute ‘Miss are you French?’ which is flattering but makes me conscious of 

disrupting the lesson. I feel that my participation is appropriate and generally has a positive 

effect, which leaves me with a good feeling about it. H. wrote in his journal that this lesson 

was ‘just normal, nothing special’. 

 

French – lesson 4 
Immediately after the group with J, H. and others, the group with D, A, F. and C. comes in. 

While I am chatting with [teacher] about the previous lesson she says that this group is more 

troublesome for her and she struggles with low-level disruption from them. When they come 

in it takes a long time to get started and they never fully settle. F. and A. are seated together 

close to [teacher]. I sit between [student] and the place where D. would sit if he weren’t 

absent for some reason. [student] is sitting next to a girl and spends nearly all of the lesson 

chatting to her and messing about. The focus is the same as the last lesson; we start by 

talking about our own future plans and then move on to predictions. There is constant chat 

and messing about but [teacher] mostly continues with the lesson and I am able to pay 

attention to her. Every time she interrupts the flow to shout at someone or call for quiet and 

listening I am annoyed because I am not able to learn anything. F, A. and C. take the lead in 

contributing, all waiting very patiently to be called on. C. asks if we would make the 

prediction into a question using vas-tu, taking the initiative to extend his learning. I am 

relieved when we have got our list of verbs to look up and we can just get on with the task. 

However most of the verbs are the same so I quickly finish and spend my time circulating 

and helping students to interpret the dictionary. C. wrote in his journal that he was happy in 

this lesson because people actually worked rather than messing about as usual, so it must 

usually be even worse! K. and [student] who were near me were inventing very silly future 

sentences, expressing their usual creativity. I did the same thing when I was doing French in 

secondary school, as I found it so boring making up dry realistic phrases all the time. 

[teacher] encouraged them and said their sentences don’t have to be sensible but must be 

good French. I helped them sort out their dodgy verb usage. 
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ICT 
[teacher] warned me that it wouldn’t be a very interesting lesson as the kids were just 

finishing off a presentation. The large t-shaped room gives an uncomfortable amount of 

space for me, I don’t think I would enjoy this environment and would seek a cosy corner. 

[teacher] calls for monitors off and kills the lights to give a presentation to help students 

complete the evaluation of their assessment. A, who is nearest to [teacher]’s computer, is 

asked to progress the presentation while she stands by the IWB to give the presentation. I 

feel proud of the sensitive and skilful way that he completes this task, with minimal cues from 

[teacher] and initiative at times. I realise I have become attached to A. and am feeling sad 

that I won’t have contact with him anymore. I was surprised later that A. reported this event 

in his journal ‘I was asked to progress the presentation by Ms [surname]’. This shows that he 

felt the event was significant, as I did, although I thought the significance for me was related 

only to my emotion about A. I have noticed that students are always very keen to volunteer 

to help the teacher with this task but [teacher] did not call for a volunteer and apparently 

asked A. just because he was closest and probably also because he is known to be a 

reliable student. Earlier on the same day A. recorded that he learned about ‘Women’s Rights 

and if we actually needed them’ in citizenship and speculate idly on a possible link here to 

his use of Ms, which I always insist on for myself. 

Students work independently on their evaluations and finishing off presentations, helping 

each other in small groups. I circulate. Several are completing a statement of their own 

views on animal testing with predictable negative assessments and dubious information from 

the internet. K. has, as usual, been very creative and not taken the task very seriously. He is 

keen to have me try his interactive quiz. D. goes for music lesson and returns to finish his 

own presentation, talking to K. Many students want me to think of true/false questions they 

can ask on contentious issues like designer babies and single sex schooling, which would be 

interesting to discuss but most of the pupils are not able to engage on a level that would 

make the discussion stimulating for me. I notice that A. is writing a more mature and 

balanced conclusion to work on animal testing, twice mentioned, baldly, in his journal. I do 

not disturb him. 

 

English 
I observed the last lesson of the term of this class on the Friday morning. In my own lessons 

later in the day I found the students exuberant, and while year 8 responded to some extent 

to my own calm, happy mood, it had no effect on year 7. [teacher] was able to maintain a 

very casual atmosphere, with students remaining on task with minimal direction. This group 

is the third or second set. I sit next to D, he contributes during the brief discussion to recap 

on the main points of the book they are studying, and he reads confidently in a loud voice, 

hesitating only slightly despite his dyslexia, but with limited expression. [teacher], 

[description] is clearly well liked, and discipline is maintained in a friendly style; she asks a 

girl, not sharply, but with a hint of incredulity ‘are you chewing?’ and the girl immediately 

jumps up to spit it out, with [teacher] commenting humorously on her sensible choice. The 

book is very interesting and I am keen to read it and find out what happens. The written 

questions in the attached pack are thought-provoking but I can’t answer them and have to 
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start reading the book from the beginning instead. I am disappointed when the lesson ends. I 

ask D. if he likes the book. ‘It’s alright,’ he replies, cheerfully. 

 

Ethics – lesson 2 
I arrive late while [teacher] is introducing the lesson title ‘Can peace defeat war?’ and LO to 

explore how peace can be achieved and know the Buddhist attitude to war. As a starter the 

children work in groups to produce freeze-frames of violence and conflict related situations. I 

do not get involved, because neither I nor the children move to attach me to a group. 

[teacher] praises the tableaux. We sit and [teacher] shows a famous photograph of a robed 

Buddhist monk immolating himself beside a blue car and crowds of other monks in protest at 

the Vietnam War. He talks animatedly about the extreme motivation for this man of peace to 

take such a violent action. I am very interested. Our task is to use the textbook and a BBC 

website to produce a poster with the title ‘can peace defeat war?’ about the northern Irish 

conflict and Buddhist teaching. As they get started [teacher] says as usual he will play music 

which will be turned off if the noise level rises. At all times he is relaxed and calm. The class 

is industrious and produce a high standard of work, which is not copied from the resources 

but put into their own words. [teacher] tells me this is the main challenge. I am impressed by 

the quality of work and task commitment of the entire class. I start dancing to the music and 

[teacher] shows me a little toy pig that dances. He dances with the pig at the front. Students 

glance up and smile and return determinedly to their work. D. engages [teacher] in 

discussion about music and comes over to the computer. They talk about his drumming. The 

atmosphere couldn’t be more pleasant. C, who was not in this lesson, wrote that ‘ethics is 

boring but it wasn’t too bad we got to listen to the lazy song’ and later when I urged my class 

to behave well I said that I wanted my lesson to be as nice and calm as [teacher]’s [student] 

called out ‘it wasn’t that great!’ and D. said ‘can we listen to music then?’ (I said yes probably 

but forgot – there wasn’t much quiet working time in my lesson anyway, it was mostly 

running about, demonstrations and discussions) The task was engaging and very well 

presented, and students seemed highly motivated to complete it, so I am surprised that 

students are not keen on the subject. My own keen interest in philosophy and Buddhism 

influences my view considerably. 

 

Geography - lesson 5 
I emailed [teacher] to arrange this observation on Monday and when I saw her in the 

reprographics room on Wednesday she said ‘I don’t know what we can do for you to see in 

that lesson, I think we’ve exhausted the fair trade topic… I’ll think of something.’ So I know 

my presence had a powerful influence on this lesson. The class were asked to respond to 

the question of how to promote fair trade. We discussed the question of whether supporting 

poor Costa Rican farmers through charity was a good idea. The class were quite positive 

about charity and the discussion took longer than [teacher] probably expected as they were 

slow to get into the idea of fair trade as an alternative. I didn’t participate as my mind was on 

the following lesson and how to adjust my plan to avoid going outside with exams on in the 

halls, and also I was tired at the end of the long week. The children were similarly a bit 
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distracted. A boy in front of me made a lot of distracting comments. We started on the 

posters but didn’t really have time to do a good job. I gave out yellow paper and students 

thanked me very politely. I wasted time doing a title, despite constantly moaning at students 

about this throughout my teaching practice! [name], the girl next to me, made fun of me, in a 

pleasant way, when I expressed dismay about this. A. came over and very politely asked to 

borrow a green pencil crayon. I encouraged him to do so, warning that there didn’t seem to 

be any sharp ones. I managed to complete my poster. It was OK but not the best. We 

redistributed and peer marked using success criteria and school marking acronyms, then I 

was asked to judge the best. I marked D’s. He had done a great logo but not taken the task 

seriously at all. He was sitting next to K. who typically had been highly creative and 

industrious in producing a silly poster. A’s poster was pretty good but some of the girls had 

done really excellent work, outstanding in the time we had and I was able to choose a winner 

as I dashed off to my next lesson. I hope she got a merit. 


